
OBJECT IVE

T R A N S A C T I O N S / M I N  
D U R I N G  P E A K  P E R I O D S

Chesapeake Energy Arena (CEA), a leading event arena and home of 
the Oklahoma City Thunder, understood the importance of 
concession speed of service, point-of-sale reliability, and innovation in 
order to give guests a premium experience.  

CEA aimed to accelerate concession revenue and streamline their 
concessions management through one integrated POS solution.

SOLUT ION

Chesapeake Energy Arena Increases 
Concessions Revenue by 10.5%

S U C C E S S  S T O RY

Bypass was engaged by CEA to consolidate both concessions 
(managed by Savor) and suites (managed by Levy) to Bypass’s full-
service POS and management system in 2016.  

CEA valued that Bypass’s system required less cashier training upfront 
and that software updates were cloud-based, limiting on-premise 
maintenance. Optimized for fast order and payment processing, 
Bypass’s solution processed more orders in the same period of time 
for CEA in comparison to their legacy solution.  

The fully-integrated solution also allowed back office reporting, cloud 
services, terminals, and payment services to be with one partner.

10.5%
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AT  A  G L A N C E

OBJECT IVE
Leverage POS system to deliver fast 
service while being reliable and 
innovative.

SOLUT ION
Implemented Bypass’s POS & 
Management System as a fully-integrated 
solution with fast payment processing.

RESULTS
Drove an increase in revenue and guests 
served, while minimizing system 
maintenance.

P E R  C A P I TA   
R E V E N U E  G R O W T H



Two years following Bypass’s implementation, CEA has seen accelerated revenue 
growth and more streamlined management across their concessions business. 

Concessions revenue growth was a result of an increase in overall per capita 
revenue and optimized transaction throughput during periods of peak demand.  

CEA saw revenue per capita increase by 10.5%* with Bypass in comparison to their 
previous POS system. "The transition to Bypass was smooth in our first year, but 
year two was where this solution really shines,” said Kaarthik Iyer, Director of Food 
& Beverage at Savor, CEA’s concessions operator. 

Peak load performance saw speeds of up to 6 transactions per minute (sustained 
10 second transactions) during top producing intervals, high above industry norms. 

In addition to top-line revenue improvements, Bypass streamlined concession 
management with a fully-connected system, allowing CEA to quickly access 
actionable reporting. Bypass’s continued investment in innovation also allows them 
to strategically partner with CEA to offer new technologies and optimizations — all 
deployed via the cloud without additional hardware installations.  

CEA plans to continue to leverage Bypass’s POS and management system to grow 
their business as a long-term partner.

“
“Bypass consistently brings new 
innovation opportunities to the table as 
a true partner - whether it be new POS 
software enhancements, new reporting 
capabilities, or ideas on how to 
streamline our business.”  

 
Kaarthik Iyer 
Director, Food and Beverage 
Savor - CEA’s Concessions Operator

RESULTS

Chesapeake Energy Arena is located in 
Oklahoma City and is managed by 
SMG, a leader in venue management. 
Whether it’s the action of an NBA 
basketball game with the Oklahoma 
City Thunder or the excitement of a live 
concert, more than 1MM guests create 
memories each year at CEA.

Bypass brings the innovation and sophistication of e-commerce to the physical world. Bypass’s POS and Management 
System combines point-of-sale, labor, inventory, gift, loyalty, mobile, online and RMS together to accelerate revenue, 
streamline management and enhance guest experiences.

A C C E L E R AT E D  R E V E N U E

S T R E A M L I N E D  M A N A G E M E N T

www.bypassmobile.com   |   learnmore@bypassmobile.com    |   512.291.6192 x2

*Compares full season performance before Bypass was installed with the 2 years using Bypass’s system.
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